22357 Columbia Street
Dearborn, MI 48124
313-277-5095
pvsheridan@comcast.net

BY USPS AND EMAIL

22 June 2012
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:
Reference:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012 (ATTACHMENT 1)
Estate of Susan Morris Kline

Dear Ms. DeFilippo:
Regarding the subject attachment, we must focus on the exact and purposely misleading wording deployed
by General Motors, documented atop page 2 of the FaAA “Information Services” release, which states:
“In a fatal side collision in which a fire occurred, however, the GM rate has been 0.019 per 10,000
registered vehicle years. The Ford rate has been 0.007 and the Dodge 0.005.”
Given that the intense focus of this 1990’s NHTSA investigation was not on fatalities caused by side
collision, but on fatalities caused by fire during/after side collisions, it would be a stretch to accept an ad
hoc explanation that GM’s wording really meant the latter: The MHEs were fire deaths. Therefore the
wording is probably another example of misdirection. NHTSA in 1992 was not focused on impacts
wherein a GM pickup truck driver and/or passenger was killed, and there was also a fire. Currently we
(and NHTSA in 1992 and now under EA-12-005) are focused on data that is limited to those collisions that
were survivable ergonomically/anatomically, but death or injury is caused by a post-collision fuel-fed fire.
But even if one assumes that the GM wording, however obtuse or clumsy, refers strictly to the MHE = fire
death event, the associated statistics still require scrutiny.
Historically, during the relevant period, the American pickup truck market was dominated by Ford and
GM, with Dodge in the mix, but rarely a contender for dominance. Approximate historical market share
data is used in the following table, in conjunction with the data stated in the GM quote, to provide
normalized (actual) highway exposure :
Brand
GM
Ford
Dodge I

Long-Term Historical
Pickup Truck Market
Share

40%
40%
20%

Registered Vehicle Years:
FaAA Stated / (Corrected)

10,000
10,000
(5,000)

Fatal Side Collision in
which a fire occurred:
FaAA Stated / (Corrected)

GM Multiplier vs.
Competition After
“Normalization”

0.019
0.007
(0.0025)

2.714
7.600

The historical Ford versus GM duel for market dominance is well-known. Note that because equalized
long-term market share is assumed (GM vs Ford), there is no “Corrected” data needed for Ford. In this
instance the Dodge required correction to arrive at the “normalized” comparison to properly use the
“Registered Vehicle Years” dimension (The latter, when viewed in the context of engineering design safety
defects and FMEA criteria, amounts to just another statistical shell-game.).
I

Prior to being correctly normalized, as originally stated by FaAA, the columnar entries for Dodge would be 20%, 10,000, and
0.005. Even this incorrect analysis results in a rightmost column multiplier entry of 3.800.
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Conclusion
1.
The wording of this GM public relations announcement openly declares, at the strict semantic level,
that the focus of the data analysis, performed by their expert FaAA, was not limited to side collisions that
were survivable ergonomically/anatomically, but non-survivable once the fuel-fed fire erupted. The
wording implies that both collision trauma and fire-related death data was combined (i.e. creation of a
larger denominator) to arrive at more favorable death rates.
2.
Even if you indulge the FaAA analysis, with its use of “Registered Vehicle Years,” it must be
normalized for the historical market share between the three brands: GM vs Ford vs Dodge. The GM
notion, quoted in their December 2, 1992 press release, that “the chances of being killed in a GM full-size
pickup truck (is) less than either Ford or Dodge,” is not logical or sustainable at any level.
Specifically, the GM death rate was nearly 3 times the Ford, and nearly 8 times that of the Dodge. Again,
this is implicitly skewed because the data set is NOT focused on only those collisions that were survivable
ergonomically/anatomically, but not survivable once a fuel fed fire erupted (Please see Conclusion #1).
Comment
The last paragraph of Mr. Stockwell’s letter of 18 June 2012 is confused and confusing. He states:
“I certify that the foregoing was not reasonably available or discoverable
by the exercise of due diligence sooner.”
Similar to many publicly available “Chrysler” documents that have not been properly received from the
defendant during the three years of the Kline litigation, the GM release of December 2, 1992 is widely
available, and has been for 20 years. As discovery counsel in Kline is probably aware, relevant GM media
releases and newswires were part of my FMVSS-301 file. The attachment to Mr. Stockwell’s letter is
widely available from the plaintiff or defense Bar.
However, it is also well known that the 1992 GM release, and voluminous documents of similar portent,
are “reasonably available” from NHTSA file EA92-041. I
Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.
Respectfully,

Paul V. Sheridan

cc:

I

Courtney E. Morgan, Esq.
Russell J. Sacco, Jr. Esq.

EA92-041 was part of my FMVSS-301 file, as well as my ‘Side Crashworthiness Issues’ and FMVSS-214 files. Please see arrows on page 2
of the Courtney Morgan letter of July 14, 1995 (ATTACHMENT 2).
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